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Ginkgo Lounge is trademarked by the complex and sculptural curvature of 

the shell. This family is centered on providing optimum comfort; bringing a 

relaxed and residential feel with a sophisticated look for a variety of 

applications. All three versions - Low, Mid, and High Back chairs - offer their 

own interpretation of comfort and organic design. These styles perfect the 

natural aesthetic of Ginkgo Lounge showcased through their distinct 

design personalities.
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Ginkgo Lounge Low Back fits flawlessly throughout corporate, 

educational, and hospitality interiors with matchless comfort and 

elegance. This petite lounge chair features a perfectly reclined 

seating angle for instant relaxation. The Low Back is offered with 

an exposed veneer shell in a variety of finish options or fully 

upholstered for a wide range of design possibilities.

A variety of base designs are available for the Ginkgo Lounge Low 

Back, each with their own distinct style. The Four-Prong Pedestal 

base mimics the Ginkgo Lounge Mid and High Back design; the Wire 

Base is slender and minimal, highlighting the comfortable angle 

of the seat; and the Wood Base calls back to the same base of the 

Ginkgo chair, with the same stylistic veneer details. 
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Defined by a low profile and generous curves, Ginkgo Lounge 

Mid Back is the picture of casual modern comfort. The shape 

and detailing allude to the chair’s predecessor while providing 

a new range of design possibilities and applications.

Ginkgo Lounge Mid Back is a perfect complement to the High 

Back chair. Extremely adaptable in its classic styling, this 

signature piece is designed for reception areas, open office 

lounges, and private executive offices. Ginkgo Lounge Mid 

Back is offered in fixed, swivel, and self-return bases.
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The Ginkgo Lounge family started with the High Back chair, redeveloping the style of the 

Ginkgo line and centering on providing optimum comfort. Ginkgo Lounge brings a relaxed 

and residential feel with a sophisticated look to a variety of applications. Ginkgo Lounge 

High Back features gentle, sloping curves, creating a waterfall effect from the optional 

headrest to the base. Add a finishing touch of comfort with the Ginkgo Lounge footrest, 

available with complementary upholstery options.

above photograph by Eric Laignel



Ginkgo Lounge makes a big statement with the smallest details. The 

exposed veneer shell of the Low Back highlights the complex yet delicate 

curves of the bent plywood design – the signature of the Ginkgo family. 

A beautiful double-needle stitch detail runs the perimeter of both the Mid 

and High Back chairs. These chairs also employ an innovative upholstery 

technique, featured in the exterior back, providing a perfect seam every 

time with no stitches in sight. An optional headrest may also be added to 

the High Back chair, providing additional comfort and a slight twist on the 

original design.
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